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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to secure a physical file that will have an exclusive lock by an application job. Which object-level
security will allow adding and removing private authorities without causing downtime for the application? 

A. Private Authority 

B. Primary Group 

C. Owner 

D. Authorization list 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An installation has been running the production system with system value QSECURITY set to 30. Management has
been advised by a security consultant to change the system value QSECURITY to 40. What is the consequence of
implementing this change? 

A. All user profiles will have special authority *ALLOBJ removed. 

B. A user ID and password will be required at sign-on. 

C. Programs will be limited to using IBM defined methods for accessing operating system capabilities and information. 

D. Library QTEMP becomes a permanent object that cannot be cleared as part of job end processing. The RCLSTG
command will need to be run more often. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has multiple, geographically separated, IBM i systems to manage. The administrator must 

monitor system performance and run performance analysis on an as-needed basis, from web browsers 

inside and outside the corporate network. 

Which web-based tool will support the requirements? 

A. IBM Performance Management for Power Systems 

B. IBM i Performance Data Investigator 

C. System i Navigator for Windows Management Central 

D. IBM i Performance Tools Management Feature 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator on a POWER8 machine needs to create a second partition. It has only one physical Ethernet adapter.
How can the administrator provide Ethernet connectivity to the second partition after creating a Virtual Ethernet adapter
in both the Server partition and the Client partition1? 

A. In PowerVM, assign a Link Aggregation connection to the virtual partition via the Virtual Ethernet adapter. 

B. On the Server partition, set up a Bridge between the physical adapter and the Ethernet Server adapter. 

C. On the Client partition, bridge the Virtual Ethernet segment to a Line Description. 

D. On the Client partition, create a virtual bridge using the server adapter address and specifying a Bridge ID. On the
Server partition, create a virtual bridge using the client adapter address and specifying the same Bridge ID. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator needs to perform an FTP transmission of a large quantity of bin files. How can the task be completed in
the least number of steps? 

A. Run the FTP processes using a submitted CL program 

B. Place each FTP command in individual job schedule entries. 

C. Use save files rather than .bin images to improve TCP transfer efficiency. 

D. Submit multiple FTP jobs through an interface where Jumbo Frames are enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator has bean directed to configure DDM using TCP/IP between two systems: "SYSTEM1" 

and "SYSTEM2". Both systems are in the site DNS. Applications on both systems require DDM access to 

files on the other system. The administrator has made sure that the Remote Database Directory has the 

*LOCAL entry configured correctly on both systems. 

What is additionally required so the communications will function correctly between the systems? 

A. Add a Remote Database Directory entry for the other system 

B. Add a host table entry for QDDMSERVER using address "LOOPBACK on each system 

C. Add a host table entry for the local system in its hosts table 

D. Change the "DDM Request Access" setting in the network attributes to QDDMSERVER 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A scheduled cleanup job runs every day at 6 a.m., but the system is down at 6 a.m. Which setting will ensure that the
job runs as soon as the system comes back up? 

A. Change the job schedule entry to specify *IPL for the Frequency 

B. Change the job schedule entry to specify "IPL for the Entry number 

C. Change the job schedule entry to specify "CURRENT for the Next Submit Date 

D. Change the job schedule entry to specify "SBMRLS for the Recovery Action 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A file PF1 exists in library XYZLIB, and FILE2 exists in IFS directory ABCDIR. What are the minimum set of authorities
to grant a user read-only access to XYZLIB/PF1 and /ABCDIR/FILE2? 

A. 1)*USE for XYZUB and PF1 2) *X for ABCDIR and *R for FILE2 

B. 1)*X for XYZUB,*RforPF1 2) *USE for ABCDIR and FILE2 

C. 1) *CHANGE for XYZLIB and PF1 2) *RX for ABCDIR and *R for FILE2 

D. 1) *USE for XYZLIB: *CHANGE for PF1 2) *RX for ABCDIR and *RX for FILE2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator wants to determine the remaining life of cache batteries in disk controllers. Where is this
informationpresented? 

A. In SST, under Hardware Service Manager 

B. In the Work with Disk Status display 

C. In SST, under Work With Disk Units and Display Disk Configuration 

D. In IBM i Navigator, select Hardware and then Adapters 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10
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An administrator has noticed that the number of security audit journal receivers on the system is getting 

unmanageable. 

How can the administrator adjust the journal to still capture and retain the required journal entries but 

generate fewer receivers? 

A. Change the security journal to delete journal receivers. 

B. Change the current journal receiver to a higher threshold value. 

C. Create a new security journal specifying the number of receivers to use. 

D. Create a new journal receiver setting the threshold to a higher value. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator needs to set up and configure a monitor for CPU usage under Management Central > 

Monitors. 

Given the image below: 

What is used to set up this monitor? 

A. System 

B. Job 

C. File 

D. Message 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

Which product gives MacBook users 5250 emulation and allows for native spooled file copy to the laptop? 

A. IBM i Access for Windows using Wine on OS X 

B. IBM i Access for Windows running in a virtual machine running on OS X 

C. IBM i Access for OS X 

D. IBM i Access Client Solutions 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

A subsystem description is configured as shown in the following screens; 

Users are assigned to each job queue to run their batch work. The users assigned to the ACCOUNTING 

job queue are complaining that their batch jobs are occasionally not running. Other users do not 

experience this issue. 

Why are ACCOUNTING users experiencing this problem? 
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A. The jobs in the ACCOUNTING queue are run at the lowest execution pnonty based on the sequence number field
Jobs from CORP and ENGR are consuming all the processing capability allowed for the subsystem. 

B. The run priority of the job does not match the sequence number of the job queue entry. 

C. The subsystem starts jobs up to the maximum allowed for each job queue starting with the lowest sequence number
(SEQ NBR column) 

D. The auxiliary storage pool group is not set to match the number of job queue entries in the subsystem. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

A new application is being deployed to production. The application has separate libraries for physical files, logical files,
journals, journal receivers, and other journaled objects. After saving the journal receiver libraries, which sequence
should be used to save the other libraries, so that the restore will correctly reestablish the journaling environment and
file relationships, without using the DFRID (name) parameter of the RSTLIB command and the RSTDFROBJ
command? 

A. Journals Logical files Other journaled objects Physical files 

B. Journals Physical files Logical files Other journaled objects 

C. Logical files Physical files Journals Other journaled objects 

D. Physical files Logical files Other journaled objects Journals 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

The administrator is given the task to secure specific tables in a library by granting specified users access. Which
security action is needed to accomplish the task? 

A. Use CHGUSRPRF command and add the library as "SPECIAL to the group profile. Add the individual users to the
group profile. 

B. Use the GRTOBJAUT command and select the user profiles. Add the users to the tables. 

C. Use the CRTAUTL command and add the library/tables to the authorization list. Add the users to the authority list. 

D. Use the CRTAUTL command and add the authorization list to the library. Select the tables to secure. 

Correct Answer: C 
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